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ABSTRACT
This paper summarises part of our on-going investigations on the economic evaluations of
various nuclear and fossil energy systems and related innovations. These investigations are
principally concerned with the development of the code system SEMER and its validation.
SEMER has been developed to ftirnish top management and project leaders a simple tool for
cost evaluations enabling a choice between competitive technological options.
The cost evaluation models, actually integrated in the SEMER system, already cover a very
wide range of electricity producing systems and, where relevant, their associated fuel cycles :
The " global models ", allowing rapid but relatively approximate overall cost estimations (±
15 % error). These include :

Almost all the electricity producing systems using fossil energies (Oil, Coal, Gas,
including gas turbines with combined cycles).

Nuclear reactor systems including all the French PWRs, HTRs, Compact PWRs, and
PWRs for nuclear propulsion systems
The " detailed models ", at the moment only for PWR based systems, permit a very detailed
cost evaluation of various reactor components (Pressure Vessel, Pumps, Steam Generators
etc..) and circuits : primary and secondary circuits and all principal auxiliary circuits such as
the residual heat removal circuit, the emergency core cooling circuit, the chemical and
volumetric control system etc. Cost assessments of these detailed models only necessitate
information regarding their specific characteristics such as pressure, temperature, mass flow
rates etc..
The detailed models, derived from data bases of operating reactors are, indeed, the most
remarkable feature of SEMER.
The fuel cycle models, covering the cost assessments related to the ensemble of operations
involved in the entire fuel cycle : Uranium procurement, conversion and enrichment, fuel
fabrication, transport, reprocessing, waste management etc. Available fuel cycle options are
UOX, MOX and partial MOX recycling in PWRs, Fast Reactors and HTRs.
1 INTRODUCTION
This paper describes some of the salient features of the economic evaluation models,
integrated in CEA's code system, SEMER (Systeme devaluation et de Modelisation
Economique de Reacteurs).
The basic aim of this development is to furnish top management and project leaders a simple
tool for cost evaluations enabling the choice of competitive technological options.
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In the particular context of CEA's R&D innovative programme, it was imperative to include
this economic dimension in order to assess the economic interest of the proposed innovations
and to provide or define other promising axes of R&D, leading to nuclear power cost
reductions.
SEMER is thus basically a tool for "cost conscious" conception of reactor systems.
SEMER is actually used in the form of EXCEL spread-sheets. It is being developed in the
form of a totally machine independent and user friendly interface in the JAVA language.
2 OVERVIEW
This chapter describes the ensemble of cost evaluation models which have been currently
integrated in the SEMER system. These models have been divided into three basic options:
2.1 The global option,
The models are designed for a quick overall estimation and comparison of the different
electricity producing systems. These models include:
2.1.1 Nuclear Power Plants
• PWR of the 1400 MWe class with double confinement, 4 loops, PWR of the 900 MWe class
(single confinement, 3 loops), HTGR (High temperature, gas cooled reactor), LTR (Integral
nuclear reactor for heat production), NP (compact PWR) and PWR-C (modular type PWR
such as the SIR concept).
2.1.2 Conventional Power Plants
These include:
• Fossil energy systems, such as : pulverised (or fluidised bed) coal-fired plant, with
desulfurisation treatment, oil-fired plant, gas-fired plant and diesel plants of all types.
• Gas turbine plants : plant with a simple gas turbine, plant with a combined cycle gas turbine
("indoor" and " outdoor " constructions).
2.2 The Detailed option
This option allows detailed cost estimations by individual modelling of reactor components,
circuits and associated buildings etc.. In the present version, only PWR models exist.
2.2.1 Reactor components
• Civil engineering of associated buildings and structures, reactor vessel, steam generator with
U-tubes, steam generator with straight tubes, the pressuriser, primary circuit pumps, the
travelling crane, cooling tower, cooling tower with mechanical ventilation, turbine-driven
pumps, pump motors, centrifugal pumps, air ejectors, heat exchanger casing, special tubes in
stainless steel and special tubes in black steel, with internal coating in stainless steel.
2.2.2 Reactor circuits
• Basic circuits : such as primary circuit, connecting the core, pressuriser, primary pumps and
steam generator and secondary circuit connecting the steam generators and turbines.
• Auxiliary circuits : such as steam generators blow-off circuit, steam generator emergency
feed-water circuit, confinement spray system, chemical and volumetric control system,
emergency core cooling system, component cooling system, water make-up and boron
circuit, nuclear sampling system, drain, vent and exhaust circuits, residual heat removal
system, effluent control and rejection system and diverse other circuits inside and outside the
reactor building.
2.3 The Fuel cycle model
In addition to the above, SEMER also incorporates a detailed model for the fuel cycle cost
calculations, with the following options :
• UOX cores, 100 % MOX Cores, cores with first loading in UOX, then MOX, mixed cores
with x % MOX fuelled assemblies (in progress), HTR cores and Fast Reactor (EFR) cores.
Several options regarding the treatment of the fuel cycle back-end are also available:

• Global treatment as in the IAEA WREBUS study [1],
• detailed treatment as in the OECD study [2],
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• serni- detailed calculations, including the specific treatment and costs for B and C

type of wastes, as used by the French Ministry of Industry, DIGEC and by EDF.
3 COST MODELISATION PRINCIPLES
The basic principle governing the development of models in the SEMER system is the fact
that, for most projects, especially in their preliminary phases, it is sufficient to first make a
relative cost estimation by the simplest and fastest methods available. The results obtained are
then further refined in the final stages of the project when relevant choices of options and
technologies are almost fixed.
This principle was first used in the chemical and petrochemical industries where continued
development over several decades has produced simple but powerful methods for cost
evaluations. [3]
These methods were adapted to nuclear and fossil systems and further developed at CEA
during the last 20 years. They have been successfully applied in particular for the cost
assessment of nuclear propulsion reactors as well as for large nuclear and fossil reactors,
technologies and components.
The various stages involved in the development of such methods are:

The installation is first carefully decomposed into several sub-ensembles each of
which is capable of fulfilling a given function. This is the well known "module method" first
proposed by Guthrie et al [4].

A detailed study is then made to make an inventory of the various generic models
which bear a sufficient number of analogies with the sub-ensemble that one would like to
assess. Thus, for example, the cost evaluation model for the PWR reactor vessel was
developed from the available models for the stainless steel lined high pressure reservoirs used
in the industry.

The model is then mathematically expressed in the form of simple equations of the
type:

where, Ci is the cost of the sub-system i.
A, B, n are the so called adjustment coefficients and P is a power or a capacity (flow

rate, for example). It is shown in §3.1 that the models, while keeping the generic form as
above, could be of several types.

The adjustment coefficients are then obtained by applying well known mathematical
techniques (a least squares fit of a data base, for example) to a large number of values for P.

To validate the algorithms, developed as above, the models are more finely tuned from
specific or published data.

Validation by comparison with the" real" values.


